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Each One! Bless One!
You Make a Difference!

* * * * *

If one is born into poverty, one would have to see
through the eyes of faith to ever believe that there was a future where

God’s Provision was possible.

“That the God of our Lord Jesus Christ, the Father of glory, may give

unto you the spirit of wisdom and revelation in the knowledge of

him: The eyes of your understanding being enlightened; that ye may

know what is the hope of his calling, and what the riches of the glory

of his inheritance in the saints, and what is the exceeding greatness

of his power to us-ward who believe, according to the working of his

mighty power, which he wrought in Christ, when he raised him from

the dead, and set him at his own right hand in the heavenly places,

far above all principality, and power, and might, and dominion, and

every name that is named, not only in this world, but also in that

which is to come:”

EPHESIANS 1:17-21 (KJ)

ecoming a Person of Substance. Born in poverty, one would have to

see through the eyes of faith to ever believe what was to come in the

future of his life.

Many of us know that we are people on a mission, but the truth is that we

have no idea where or how our mission would be accomplished. Every

ministry has a future. But we must believe in that future or we will never

take that first step. It is quite important to know that setbacks are always

present, but we are the ones that determine whether those setbacks are

to be permanent. Even though we are “Called,” we still have to war
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against spiritual evils that are sent to destroy our vision and to

discourage us.

God’s Angel can help but the war for our destiny is a personal

responsibility that we must win. We must understand that God has a

central point from which every aspect of our lives operate. That area is

called “timing”. From the operation of that one word, life can move

forward or be hindered. Nations can advance spiritually or regress. Life in

the spiritual realm has timing just as life in the natural.

It is vitally important to allow the leading of the Spirit in every call,

whether secular or ministerial, God sends Divine relationships to help

strengthen our walk with Him. Don’t miss your divine relationship in life.

There will always be fellow laborers, but divine relationships are few.

Unlock the substance that God has placed in your inside and you will

fulfill your God-given mandate and purpose.

UNLOCK CHRIST WHICH DWELLS IN YOU
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